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Topic modeling has become a popular technique for exploring and analyzing
the contents of large text corpora. The method finds latent topics by grouping
together words that co-occur in documents. Topic modeling is unsupervised
and probabilistic, and as a result of this topics are not always semantically
coherent or meaningful. Because creating manual usefulness ratings is costly,
researchers have been trying to come up with ways to automatically assess the
interpretability of topics. A potential solution to this problem are topic coherence measures, which are calculated by taking into account word co-occurence
statistics of an external corpus, such as Wikipedia. A recent study proposes a
framework for topic coherence measures, and systematically evaluates the correlation between manual usefulness ratings and a wide variety of topic coherence
measures [4]. However, all calculations are done for English topics, using the
English Wikipedia. Having a resource to calculate topic coherence for Dutch
could benefit researchers in digital humanities. In this paper, we describe how
we created such a resource from the Dutch Wikipedia, using Palmetto, a tool
provided by the authors of [4]. In addition, we present the results of a case
study to determine the best topic coherence measure for Dutch. The Palmetto
database for Dutch was generated from a Wikipedia dump containing articles1 .
Preprocessing of the articles consisted of lemmatization and stopword removal.
Palmetto and the database based on the Dutch Wikipedia are available online2
In order to determine what topic coherence measure works best for Dutch,
we conducted a case study. Topics were learned from the proceedings of the
Dutch house of parliament and senate from parliamentary years 1999/2000–
2011/20123 . Because in our project we were interested in a special form of
topic modeling, cross-perspective topic modeling [2], topics were learned from
the nouns in the corpus only. We extracted 100 topics from 20594 documents.
Manual useful ratings were gathered for the top 10 topic words of these topics.
Three independent judges were asked to rate topics on a 3-point Likert scale. A
1 Wikipedia dump from September 2, 2015 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/nlwiki/
20151102/
2 Palmetto: http://aksw.org/Projects/Palmetto.html, Palmetto position storing Lucene
index of Dutch Wikipedia: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.46377
3 http://ode.politicalmashup.nl/data/summarise/folia/

1

score of 1 indicates a ‘Useless’ topic (i.e., words appear to be random and unrelated to each other), 2 indicates ‘Average’ quality (i.e., some of the topic words
are coherent and interpretable but others are not), and 3 indicates a ‘Useful’
topic (i.e. one that is semantically coherent, meaningful and interpretable) [1].
Inter-rater reliability was calculated using Krippendorff’s alpha [3]. Krippendorff’s alpha for the topic ratings is 0.72. A final usefulness score was calculated
as the mean of the usefulness ratings.
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Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficients († statistically significant at p < 0.001)
between the usefulness score and topic coherence measures.
To determine what topic coherence measure works best, we calculated a
Pearson correlation coefficient between the usefulness scores and the different
topic coherence measures provided by Palmetto. The results are listed in table
1. Generally, correlation between topic coherence scores and mean usefulness
score is much lower than the correlations reported in [4]. In [4] the average
correlation coefficients for all measures are between 0.358 and 0.731, whereas
the maximum correlation coefficient in our study is 0.416. Moreover, for CA ,
CV , and U M ass, the correlation coefficients are not statistically significant.
According to the data, N P M I is the best topic coherence score for Dutch.
However, since it is not clear why our correlation coefficients are lower than the
ones reported in the original study, additional research is required.
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